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GLOSSARY 

Cut-Off Date – A date set by the Project Office for asset owners (both along access
road and within Core Land) to surrender their assets for
compensation and refrain from working in the acquired land.

Compulsory land 
acquisition 

– Power vested in the national government to acquire land from
customary landowners for public purposes and benefit as stipulated
under the Lands and Tiles Act.

Core Land – The 397.1 ha of land acquired by the national government for the
Project

Core Tribes – The five tribes that were identified as customary landowners in the
Core Land.

Customary land – Land owned by indigenous people in tribal groups and administered
in accordance with their customs.

Fixed-Term Estate – Give right to the title holder to occupy and use the land and its
produce for a fixed period (usually 75 years), subject to payment of
rent and performance of any obligations and subject to restrictions
that may impose.

Infrastructure Corridor – The 50m-wide corridor of SIG-acquired land extending from Black
Post Road Junction at Kukum Highway to the beginning of the Core
Land area that is designated for access road and transmission line
construction. There are two sections: Northern Infrastructure
Corridor and Southern Infrastructure Corridor.

MAL rates – The nationally endorsed compensation rates for all local crops and
fruit trees compiled by the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock
(MAL). Published 2019.

Market value rates – Market value rates used for specific crops not included in the MAL
rates; based on Honiara market rates plus cost to transport.

Perpetual Estate – Similar to Free Hold estate and gives the right to holder to occupy
and use the land for all time subject to performance of any
obligations that may be imposed under law.

Project-Affected Person – Individuals who depend on, or use, the Project acquired land for
their livelihoods and who are being, or will be, affected by the
Project development through loss of access to the acquired land for
gardening, hunting, fishing, gathering, and harvesting of materials
for medicinal, construction and other uses.

Re-establishment support – Support provided by the Project Office to the affected asset owners
as part of livelihoods restoration.

Replacement cost – Cost of assets to be compensated that is equivalent to the cost if
replaced with new one.
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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS 

(as of 15 October 2020) 

Currency unit – Solomon Island dollar (SB$) 

USD 1.00 = 8.04 SB$ 

SB$ 1.00 = 0.12 USD 

NOTES 

(i) This Land Acquisition and Livelihoods Restoration Completion Report summarises activities 
implemented to end of March 2021. Activities implemented after this date will be reported 
on in SIG’s quarterly progress reports and semi-annual safeguard monitoring reports.

(ii) This Land Acquisition and Livelihoods Restoration Completion Report is a document of the 
borrower (Solomon Islands Government). The views expressed herein do not necessarily 
represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may be preliminary 
in nature. Your attention is directed to the “terms of use” section of this website.

(iii) In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any Project, or by making any 
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other 
status of any territory or area.

(iv) Personal information of stakeholders, such as names, phone numbers, photos and email 
addresses, have been redacted before the report was disclosed on the ADB website, as 
per ADB's Access to Information Policy (2018), Exceptions to Disclosure, Section B. 3 (vii).
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Tina River Hydropower Development Project (TRHDP) will support development of
renewable energy to supply electricity for Honiara, the national capital of Solomon Islands. The
project will (i) decrease the cost of power supply generation by replacing diesel power with
hydropower generation, and (ii) reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Following the project,
hydropower will generate an estimated 68% of the electricity for Honiara. The impact will be
improved economic conditions for Honiara in line with Solomon Islands National Development
Strategy 2016–2035. The outcome will be utilization of renewable energy on the Honiara grid has
increased.

2. The output of the project will be the Tina River Hydropower Plant constructed. The Special
Purpose Company will develop, design, finance, construct, operate, maintain and transfer a
15MW hydropower plant on the Tina River, which will include (i) 72m (from foundation) roller
compacted concrete dam, (ii) 3.3km headrace tunnel (3.3m diameter), surge shaft and steel
penstock (3m diameter), (iii) powerhouse with three 5MW Francis turbines, (iv) access road,
(v) transmission line, and technical assistance to Solomon Islands Government (SIG) Project
Office (PO) under Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural Electrification (MMERE). The project is
being co-financed by ADB ($30 million), the World Bank (WB) ($31.2 million), Government of
Australia ($11.7 million), Green Climate Fund ($86 million), Abu Dhabi Development Fund ($15
million) and the Export-Import Bank of Korea ($31.6 million). The World Bank will administer
funding from the Green Climate Fund and Government of Australia.1 The Government will finance
the remainder of the total project cost ($17 million).

3. This report has been prepared to provide information on the completion of land acquisition
and livelihood restoration activities, prior to the commencement of civil works for the Project. The
report is based on, and should be read in conjunction with, the Land Acquisition and Livelihood
Restoration Plan (LALRP 2017) for the hydropower facility, access roads and part of the
transmission lines, and the Final Abbreviated Resettlement Action Plan (ARAP 2019) prepared in
2019 for the remainder of the transmission line, known as the Lungga Corridor subproject.

4. The purpose of the report is to:
(i) To assess the extent to which the project has fulfilled its commitments to land

acquisition, entitlements for affected assets and livelihoods restoration as set out in
the LALRP (2017), and in compliance with lenders’ safeguard policies.

(ii) To document due diligence on project activities relating to land and resettlement that
were implemented but not included in the LALRP.

II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

5. The project comprises of four main components:
(i) Tina River Hydropower Facility;
(ii) Access Road;
(iii) Transmission Lines; and
(iv) Technical Assistance.

1  The transmission line is expected to be financed by the Government of Australia through its Australian Infrastructure 
Financing Facility for the Pacific. 
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Basin in Malango Ward 20 Central Guadalcanal District. The Tina River catchment and proposed 
transmission line route are in the Malango Ward within the Central Guadalcanal District. Figure 3 
(overleaf) depicts the dam, reservoir, and power station sites in the context of the Black Post 
Road, Main Highway, and Ngalimbiu River.  
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Figure 5:  Map of Southern Infrastructure Corridor 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 6:  Map of Northern Infrastructure Corridor 
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B. Physical and Economic Displacement 
 
13. At the time of the preparation of the LALRP 2017, it was anticipated that the project 
(hydropower facility, access roads and infrastructure corridor) would not cause physical 
displacement impacts, and no homes were required to be demolished or relocated. The main 
economic displacement impacts identified were: 

(i) the loss of future income by customary land-owning tribes due to their loss of ability 
to harvest commercially valuable timber trees on the Core Land; 

(ii) a reduction in the stock of planted and wild foods, other non-timber forest products, 
and food gardens located on the Core Land and Infrastructure Corridors where land 
disturbance and construction take place; 

(iii) a temporary loss of access to the Core Land for hunting, fishing, gathering, and 
harvesting of materials for medicinal, construction and other uses; 

(iv) the loss of physical assets, such as roadside market stands and pathways, and 
livestock pens that need to be removed to make way for construction in the 
Infrastructure Corridor. 

 
IV. STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION 

 
14. All land has been acquired for the project prior to the commencement of the construction of 
the access road and main components. All compensation for affected assets has been disbursed 
to affected asset owners. Livelihood restoration and garden re-establishment support is ongoing, 
and progress will be reported in the semi-annual safeguard monitoring reports.  
15. The land acquisition activities for the transmission line component of the Project will be 
reported in separate completion report by the SIEA (i.e., similar to this report). 
 
16. This section provides details of the activities completed relating to (i) land acquisition, 
(ii) assets compensation, (iii) garden re-establishment support, and (iv) assistance to vulnerable 
project affected persons. Annex 1 provides further details of the completion status of associated 
activities identified in the LALRP.  
 
A. Land Aquisition 
 

1. Background 
 
17. Since 2009, the project has been implemented by a dedicated PO within SIG’s Ministry of 
Mines, Energy and Rural Electrification (MMERE). The PO has undertaken the planning of all 
aspects of the project in continued dialogue with the indigenous landowners and village 
communities of the Tina-Ngalimbiu Catchment and wider Malango Ward, and with the assistance 
of advisors from WB, hydro engineers, and other local and international specialists (Annex 2 
provide further background).  
 
18. From a social development and impacts management perspective, a feature of the project 
planning has been the comprehensive and sustained programme of community consultation and 
involvement run by the PO (as set out in Annexure 14 of the SIEA), and the collaborative 
development of a program of benefits sharing with local peoples. SIG’s acquisition of registered 
land for the Infrastructure Corridors has also addressed SIEA’s rights to construct and maintain 
sections of the transmission lines. The rights to the additional land required for the transmission 
line sections that do not follow the Infrastructure Corridors are being arranged by SIEA. At the 
time of the preparation of this Completion Report, SIEA was in the process of securing remaining 
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easements. This document does not report on the land acquisition activities implemented by 
SIEA. 
 
19. Table 4 provides an overview of the land ownership and acquisition status for Components 
1 and 2 of the Project. The land was acquired by SIG, with the support of the PO. 
 

Table 4:  Summary of Land Ownership  
and Acquisition Status for Components 1 and 2 

Subcomponents Location Status of Land Acquisition 

Component 1: Hydropower Components 

Concrete Dam Core Land (397.1 ha) Completed.  
Customary land acquired by SIG in 2014. 

Tunnel Core Land (397.1 ha) Completed.  
Customary land acquired by SIG in 2014. 

Reservoir Core Land (397.1 ha) Completed.  
Customary land acquired by SIG in 2014. 

Powerhouse Core Land (397.1 ha) Completed.  
Customary land acquired by SIG in 2014. 

Component 2: Access Road 

Lot 1 Southern Infrastructure 
Corridor (31.7 ha) 

Completed.  
Customary land acquired by SIG in 2014, at the same 
time as the Core Land. 

Lot 1 Northern Infrastructure 
Corridor (32.4 ha) 

Completed.  
Privately-owned registered land (from the Black Post 
Road to Marava) was acquired by SIG in November 
2019. One title remains to the transferred but MOU in 
place and land is able to be used according to national 
laws and policies (Section 3). 

Lot 2 Core Land (397.1 ha) Completed.  
Customary land acquired by SIG in 2014. 

Lot 3 Core Land (397.1 ha) Completed.  
Customary land acquired by SIG in 2014. 

 
2. Core Land and Southern Infrastructure Corridor 

 
20. The Core Land is an area of 397.1 ha of forested and partly forested land on which 
Component 1 project elements will be located. The Southern Infrastructure Corridor is 31.7ha 
comprising a 50m wide corridor for road and transmission lines from Marava to Managikiki village. 
Both were under customary ownership by local indigenous people before being acquired by SIG 
for the project. As documented in the LALRP 2017, in 2015 SIG’s Commissioner of Lands, using 
the legally sanctioned land identification process determined that five of the 27 Malango peoples’ 
tribes were the customary collective owners of this land, as follows: 

(i) Roha tribe (171 ha) – 161 registered members; 
(ii) Buhu-Garo tribe, two lineages combined (161.5ha) – 65 registered members; 
(iii) Kochiabolo tribe (65.7 ha) – 109 registered members; 
(iv) Uluna-Sutahuri tribe, two lineages combined (29.9 ha) – 537 registered members; 

and 
(v) Viurulingi tribe (14.0 ha) – 4 members.   
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aired in a public forum which would occur if an LTA Division 1 process were followed. No women 
served on the BLIC, and it is not clear if they were invited to serve. The BLIC land identification 
process took more than 12 months and involved more than 50 meetings between different elders, 
chiefs and tribal representatives. There is no evidence of land owner bias or of conflicts of interest 
in the Committee’s determinations of land ownership – demonstrated in ownership determinations 
where it is shown that its principal members were not generally found to hold primary interests in 
the Core Land. Using this culturally appropriate and accepted consultative and investigative 
process, the customary landowning lineages were identified as being: (i) the Roha tribe, (ii) the 
Buhu Garo tribe, (iii) the Kochiabolo tribe, and (iv) the Viurulingi tribe. 
 
25. The boundaries of each tribe’s interest were mapped and these boundaries will be kept 
confidential to the tribes. The PO subsequently sought to confirm the BLIC findings through a 
series of discussions with representatives from different tribes, and reviewed and considered 
written and verbal landownership claims. As a result of this process, the PO took into account: (i) 
Customary land evidence received; (ii) Previous decisions of Chiefs’ Hearings, Local Court, 
Customary Land Appeals Court, and High Court concerning land ownership in the Core Land; (iii) 
Boundaries walked by tribal representatives accompanied by a qualified land surveyor; (iv) Tambu 
sites identified by tribal representatives with a qualified surveyor; and (v) the support of 
neighboring tribes regarding the land boundaries. 
 
26. This process resulted in some refinement of BLIC’s initial findings with respect to some of 
the smaller land parcels, and clarity of boundary lines, to arrive at the land boundaries which 
established relative benefits for each tribe in the Process Agreement. As discussed in further 
detail in the LALRP 2017, the Commissioner of Lands (in considering evidence submitted in 
support of claims for compensation arising from the compulsory acquisition in August 2014) later 
determined that a fifth tribal grouping (the Uluna-Sutahuri) was the customary owner of the land 
on the right bank of the proposed reservoir. The Uluna-Sutahuri grouping was later included in 
the Process Agreement. 
 
27. With BLIC having identified the customary owners of the Core Land, the PO undertook a 
negotiation with those owners on how to proceed with the land acquisition. The PO negotiated a 
Process Agreement with the relevant tribes over a period of months in mid-2014. Project staff and 
6-10 representatives of each tribe negotiated the agreement and the majority of tribes included 
women in these negotiations. The tribes were asked by the PO to bring both male and female 
representatives to the negotiations, and approximately half complied with this request. 
 
28. Consistent with the WB safeguard policy, the PO funded a lawyer, engaged through the 
Landowner’s Advocacy and Legal Support Unit (LALSU) of the Public Solicitor’s Office, to provide 
independent legal support to each of the landowning tribes. This ensured they received full and 
independent information and advice regarding the land acquisition process. Approximately 6 
rounds of negotiations were held with each tribe, conducted in Solomon Islands’ Pijin. After each 
round, amendments were made to the text of the draft Process Agreement. Early negotiations 
took place with each tribe separately, while later negotiations involved representatives of all tribes 
together. 
 
29. The final text as agreed by representatives of the landowning tribes was then discussed all 
full tribe meetings to confirm broad tribal support and understanding beyond the representatives. 
The PO presented the key clauses of the Agreement, explained the process of land acquisition, 
and provided maps of the Core Land to be acquired. Tribal members were given an opportunity 
to comment and to ask questions. None of the tribal members attending these meetings objected 
to the acquisition of the land for the project. 
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30. For the formal signing of the Process Agreement, each tribe chose seven representatives 
of whom two were women. The final signatures were made at a public ceremony before the Prime 
Minister (Gordon Darcy Lilo) in July 2014.  
 
31. As a result of all the consultations and meetings, SIG acquired the land, and its commercial 
assets, on 21 August 2014 under a written agreement with the identified owners and using its 
compulsory acquisition powers under Solomon Islands’ Land and Titles Act.  
 
32. The LALRP 2017 provides further details of the land acquisition and leasing process 
undertaken and provides record of the completion of this component. This report will focus on 
documenting the activities completed after the LALRP 2017 was published. A number of actions 
were identified in the LALRP 2017. The status of completion of these remaining activities is 
detailed in Table 4. 

 
33. The Perpetual Title for the Core Land and Southern Infrastructure Corridor was transferred 
from the Commissioner of Lands to the Tina Core Land Company Ltd (TCLC) in November 2019. 
The delay was caused by last tribe, Buhu-Garo tribe, accepting the compensation offer. The TCLC 
is a 50:50 joint venture established between the customary landowners and SIG. The land is 
leased by THL for a fixed term (max. 75 years). At the time of the preparation of this report, THL 
was up to date with monthly lease payments to the TCLC. All of the activities identified in Table 4 
relating to land acquisition of the Core Land and Southern Infrastructure Corridor have been 
completed.  
 

3. Northern Infrastructure Corridor 
 
34. The Northern Infrastructure Corridor is a 50m wide corridor comprising of 32.4 ha of 
privately-owned registered land on either side of the existing Black Post Road. Black Post Road 
begins on the Kukum Highway and is the current main access to the villages of Bahomea district 
and the left bank of the Tina Valley. Depending on the weather, the current shingle and dirt road 
enables suitable vehicles to travel as far inland as Managikiki Village, and potentially beyond. The 
50m wide project land is largely to the east of the existing road reserve. The acquisition of land 
and the designs of the road-widening and transmission lines sought to avoid residential structures 
on the west side of the existing road from being impacted by the project.  
 
35. The acquisition of the registered land impacted four land parcels, one of which was already 
owned by SIG. There were also two existing leases affected. Using negotiated process, SIG 
acquired a portion of each land parcels (50 m width) from the remaining three parcels with a total 
area of 32.6ha, and negotiated agreements with the lease-holders. The transfer of land title from 
two Fixed Term Estates (FTEs) and one Perpetual Estate holder to the Commissioner of Lands 
(COL) was completed in November 2019 (annex 3a and 3b). One FTE (previously held by the 
now defunct Levers Solomon Islands Ltd (LSL)) was forfeited by the COL in 2020. 
 
36. The PO initiated the negotiation process with respective title holders in early 2018. The PO 
engaged an experienced local Land Valuer (consultant) to support the land transfer and payment 
process. The consultant worked with local surveyors to map out the land boundaries and 
determined the costing per meter cubic. The PO then consulted the Land trustees and lease- 
holders through the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Survey, and discussed the proposed land 
valuation and title transfer. All title holders agreed as only a strip of land for the access road will 
be used for the project development. This process took at least 2-3 months before all formalities 
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Agreement and EPC Contract, and the PO are in the process of undertaking a training 
needs survey and analysis. A local firm (Pasifiki HR) was enaged in Q3 2020 to 
provide pre-employment training for both vocational and technical programs.  

(iii) At the decommissioning of the hydropower facility, the registered land will be returned 
to the original customary landowning groups corresponding to the customary 
boundaries of each tribe’s original lost portion. This term has been included in the 
Process Agreement 2014. A memorandum of agreement regarding closure will be 
prepared by 2080 or upon decision for any early closure.  

 
B. Economic Displacement Impacts 
 

1. Background 
 
39. As detailed in Section B, economic displacement impacts for the Core Land included (i) the 
loss of the ability to harvest commercially valuable timber trees, (ii) loss of access to natural 
resources used for consumption and income, and (iii) loss of access to hunting, fishing, and 
gathering areas. These economic displacement impacts were included in the consultation and 
compensation negotiations held with the core tribes when the land was compulsorily acquired in 
2014 (compensation payments were disbursed in August 2015). Associated activities were also 
planned to be implemented, as detailed in the LALRP 2017. Table 5 outlines the status of the 
implementation of these additional activities. The LALRP social assessment studies indicated that 
the Core Land was of minor importance in terms of most local households’ day to day or 
subsistence needs. 
 
40. The loss of commercially valuable forest was identified only in the core land area. The Core 
Land was independently surveyed as part of the government’s compulsory acquisition process, 
and found to contain 172ha of natural forest area, which held 24,768m3 of commercial timber 
(Sirikolo 2015). The value of this forest resource, at 2015 market rates, was SB$ 28,111,581 
which would yield net payments for the owners of up to SB$ 5,186,400 – divided according to the 
share of the forest on each tribe’s land. The value of the expected income from the exploitation 
of the commercial timber resource was included in the compensation offer made by SIG to the 
customary owners. None of the five land owning tribes appealed the amount of compensation 
offered. This process is discussed in Chapter 6 of the LALRP. The compensation was paid to the 
customary landowners in November 2019. 
 

2. Compensation of Assets 
 
41. An assessment of privately-owned affected assets for the Core Land and Infrastructure 
Corridors was conducted in 2015 to prepare the LALRP 2017. During the implementation of the 
LALRP 2017, the impacts on affected privately-owned assets for the Core Land and Southern 
and Northern Infrastructure Corridors were re-assessed in 2019 following the announcement of a 
project cut-off-date and prior to payment of compensation.  
 
42. The first step was the creation of a compensation team in May 2019. The team members 
were Solomon Island Nationals, including the livelihoods mapping consultant, and comprised of: 

(i) Environmental and Social Safeguards Officer (PO); 
(ii) Community Liaison Officer (PO);  
(iii) Gender Focal Point/CLO (PO); 
(iv) Community Liaison Assistants (community members engaged on an as-needed 

basis); and 
(v) Livelihoods mapping consultant. 
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43. The second step was the announcement of the cut-off date, which was set as 30 August 
2019. Asset owners, villagers and the wider community were notified in advance of the city-off-
date through the posting of public notices, community awareness meetings, FAQ pamphlets and 
maps. This was completed in July 2019. In October 2019, the compensations team re-surveyed 
the assets within the Core Land and Infrastructure Corridors. A subsequent survey was conducted 
in January 2020 for asset owners that had lodged grievances, as well as additional survey in 
March 2020 based on revised concept designs of the contractor. Refer to Annex 4 for a copy of 
the letter of agreement template for assets compensation and Annex 5 for a copy of the asset 
compensation grievance form. A total of 62 asset owners were identified in the Core Land and 
Infrastructure Corridor, of which eight were assessed as being vulnerable (Section IV:C). Gardens 
may have been cultivated by a household, and in such instances the PO requested that the 
household made the decision as to who in the family would represent the household as an 
affected asset owner. The Gender Focal Point within the PO will conduct an audit of some 
households to ensure the livelihood impacts have not disproportionately affected women in 
affected households. The result of this activity will be reported in the semi-annual safeguard 
monitoring report. 
 
44. All compensation for affected trees and crops within the Core Land and Infrastructure 
Corridors has been paid to affected people – including fruit trees, garden crops and commercial 
timber plantations located in proximity to Mangakiki Village. Photographs of the affected people 
receiving compensation were taken, and copies have been provided to the lenders. 
Compensation for affected crops and productive trees were paid to affected persons using rates 
set by the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock (MAL) (last updated in 2019). If the affected crop 
or tree was not listed in the MAL rates schedule, then the local Livelihood Mapping Consultant 
undertook an assessment in accordance with lender’s safeguard policies, including undertaking 
research on market rates in Honiara and surrounding areas and costs to transport to market. 
Where no market rate could be established, then the PO negotiated a value with the owners of 
the assets. Table 6 provides a summary of the affected assets from the 2019 surveys. 

 
Table 6:  Affected Assets Compensated (2019 Surveys) 

 

Type of asset 

Core Land and 
Southern 

Infrastructure 
Corridor 

Northern 
Infrastructure 

Corridor  
(2019 survey 

data) 

Total 
number 

Status 

Gardens 92 44 136 Paid 
Fruit trees 157 0 157 Paid 
Banana patches 38 19 57 Paid 
Sago palms 100 0 100 Paid 
Commercial trees 200 2 202  
Vendor stalls 2 26 28 Paid 
Other structures 3   Paid 
Total  592 91 680 Paid 

Number of 
affected persons 

351 
(182 male and 
169 female) 

35 97 NA 

Number of 
affected 
households 

62 35 97 NA 
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Table 8:  Project-Affected Persons by Gender and Community 
– Core Land and Infrastructure Corridors 

 

Characteristics Number 

Total number of affected people supported through 
re-establishment activities 

62 people (household representatives) 

Gender 49 males 
13 females 

Village Hilltop – 1 person 
Horohotu – 1 person 
Managikiki – 43 people 
Marava – 3 people 
Valesala – 12 people 
Vera’ande – 2 people 

Type of support provided 54 asset owners provided with tools to support the 
re-establishment of affected gardens. 
 
8 vulnerable households were provided with cash 
assistance (of the same value as the tools) rather 
than the tools (option preferred by the vulnerable 
person). 
 
All 62 asset owners were offered free labor to re-
establish gardens, but to date none of the affected 
asset owners have expressed their need for this 
support. 
 
All 62 asset owners were also eligible for an 
SB$1000 cash if their garden was re-established 
within a 3-month period, although communicated to 
the affected asset owners, there have been no 
requests or evidence provided to support the 
additional assistance measure.5 

Future action PO will conduct a follow-up survey on the garden 
re-establishment activities, and any challenges 
experienced by affected owners on restoring 
incomes and gardens, including vulnerable 
households and those receiving compensation in 
2021. The follow-up survey will also include asset 
owners within the Northern Infrastructure Corridor. 

 
  

 
5  The PO engaged one leading hand to provide coordination and oversight at the community level, and to liaise with 

the PO. He was equipped with a smart phone and digital camera. For April to June 2020, he reported on provision 
of gardening tools (a re-establishment entitlement) and grievances. The PO conducted awareness several times 
throughout the process regarding the benefit entitlement for asset owners that plant new gardens. However, no new 
gardens were reported or claimed.  
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2. Outstanding Actions 
 
58. There are a number of associated activities relating to vulnerable persons impacts included 
in the LALRP 2017 that are either ongoing or not yet due (refer to Annex 1). These include: 

(i) The PO will undertake monitoring with all vulnerable asset owners to ensure there are 
no continued negative impacts as a result of the impacts on their assets and ensure 
that it did not lead to a deterioration in household living standards (refer to Annex 1) 
– and as per lenders’ safeguard policies.  

(ii) In addition to the options for fishery offset options analysis to be conducted by the 
EPC, an analysis of the vulnerable households that are dependent on fishing and 
gathering in the Core Land will be undertaken, and if required additional assistances 
will be provided in line with those proposed in the LALRP 2017 (refer to Annex 1). 

(iii) Ongoing assistance is provided to vulnerable households to provide them with priority 
access to training for suitable employment in project construction.  

(iv) The Gender Focal Point within the PO will conduct an audit of some vulnerable 
households to ensure the livelihood impacts have not disproportionately affected 
women in affected households.  

(v) Ongoing training is being provided to local women in alternative and enhanced 
livelihoods and skills. 

(vi) The PO will continue to hold women’s consultative forums to support women’s 
development and social impact management. 

 
D. Unanticipated Physical Displacement 
 

1. Structures and Households at Managikiki 
 
59. There have been unanticipated impacts on four privately owned structures that have 
resulted in the relocation of eight people.  
 
60. During the land acquisition process, 2011 through mid-2014, (refer to LALRP 2017), and 
the environmental and social impact assessment (ESIA) process, 2011 through 2016, the 
residents of Managikiki did not raise any requests for resettlement of the village during the many 
community consultation meetings and mitigation workshops (refer to ESIA 2019). Note that the 
project team foresaw no need for physical displacement of project-affected persons (PAPs) during 
the preparation of the LALRP 2017 and EISA 2019, though some economic displacement was 
recognized as unavoidable.  
 
61. In November 2019, the THL and the EPC Contractor (HEC), presented the conceptual 
design of the access road to the Managikiki residents. The initial conceptual design would have 
directly impacted 14 households. It was at this time that the Managikiki residents first requested 
resettlement of the village. The PO instructed THL to redesign the access road to avoid and/or 
minimize any direct impact. The subsequent design of the access road resulted in direct impacts 
to only four structures at the village entrance, owned/occupied by three households. Based on 
this subsequent design, the PO proceeded with the compensation and re-establishment 
processes.  
 
62. Two of the households are made up by one extended family, and this family owns three of 
the affected structures (herein referred to as DH#1): a residence, a living space and a standalone, 
open kitchen. The first of these structures was originally a village kindergarten building built and 
owned by head of the DH#1 household’s son. In early 2015, another local school was upgraded 
under a separate initiative and the kindergarten students moved there. Shortly after, the 
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kindergarten building was inhabited by the head of the household (DH#1 an elderly man), his wife, 
daughter and four grandchildren. Note that the son who built the kindergarten lives in another 
village and did not inhabit the kindergarten building. After undertaking consultations with the family 
and residents of Managikiki, it was agreed that a new house would be built in Managikiki for the 
family (DH#1), and in addition, compensation paid to the structure owner (DH#1 household’s son) 
for the kindergarten structure.6 As per the negotiated agreement, the PO funded the construction 
of a new house, toilet, rainwater tank and veranda.7 The work was carried out through the 
engagement of a local Lead Hand, who then hired local laborers as required. The house structure 
was handed over in a formal ceremony on 29 August 2020. The house was built on customary 
land owned by the Kochiabolo tribe, with the permission of the tribe.  
 
63. The second structure was an outdoor thatch kitchen built and owned by the head of the 
household (DH#1). He elected to receive cash compensation over re-establishment (as provided 
for in the LALRP protocols) despite the PO’s LALRP Officer presenting the relative merits of 
reestablishment versus cash compensation. Compensation payment for this structure was made 
on 4 June 2020. In addition, the family were provided with a disturbance allowance for 4 months. 
The disturbance allowance was calculated at SB$1000 per month, following consultation with the 
affected households in April 2020. The average monthly expenditures for Central Guadalcanal 
from the 2012-2013 National Government HIES survey is SB$500 weekly. 
 
64. The third structure, a storage shed and occasional sleeping area, was owned by another 
affected asset owner (DH#2). This structure was built after the assets cut-off date was formally 
announced by the PO on 30 August 2019. However, in order to speed up negotiations and timely 
removal of the structure in advance of road construction, the PO agreed to compensate this asset 
owner in cash, which was done in July 2020. The livelihood mapping consultant engaged a local 
builder/contractor to value the structures. The valuation cost was based on replacement cost, 
which considered types of materials, quantities and costings at hardware shops in Honiara, 
labour, and transport. After putting together costings, the PO approached the respective owner 
and discussed the replacement cost. The consent of the owner was received before payment was 
made. 
 
65. The third household (DP#3) and fourth structure to be potentially impacted was a structure 
that was originally constructed by HEC in Q2 2019 as a storage shed for geotechnical drilling 
equipment. After HEC stopped using the shed, it was inhabited by a male resident of the village 
(DH#3) in Q4 2019. Although he began inhabiting the structure after the assets cut-off date was 
formally announced by the PO on 30 August 2019, in order to speed up negotiations and timely 
removal of the structure in advance of road construction, the PO agreed to provide compensation 
for the removal of the structure and payment was made on 16 June 2020. The same process of 
determining the value of the structure was used as for DH#2. Copies of the agreements are in 
Annex 9 and 10.  
 

  

 
6  The owner engaged his own valuer and the PO engaged a builder/contractor to value the cost of building a new 

structure. There was little difference between the estimates.  
7  The new replacement house has two bedrooms, same as old house, and it is located 100m away from the original 

house. For the new house, additional supports/improvements from old house include a spacious veranda, stand-
alone pour flush toilet and a 3000 litre water tank. Old house lacked these amenities. 
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this, awareness and asset owners’ meetings, consultations, feedback sessions should be 
conducted as often as practical to ensure information sharing is achieved at the community level. 
Going forward: ensure clear lines of communication are in place for any future unexpected 
compensation or re-establishment activities. 
 
72. Always provide feedback to the questions raised, even if they seem trivial or are not 
related to LALRP activities. Asset owners will have different definitions of the asset 
compensation. Some views will be genuine, some may be not, but it is good to respond and clarify 
any questions asked. Asset owners will raise grievances only if the message is not clear. This is 
important. Going forward: respond to all questions raised and confirm that stakeholders 
understand the processes and re-establishment entitlements. 
 
73. Clearly define the boundaries of the area to be compensated to avoid confusion and 
concerns. During the assets survey along the access road (Lot 1) the question that was 
frequently raised was about the 50m alignment. Similarly, in the core land (Lot 2 and 3), the local 
people still wanted a clear line that defined the acquired land from the customary land. Going 
forward: investigate practical means to delineate the boundaries of the Infrastructure Corridor 
and Core Land, such as planting trees along the Corridor and painting trees around Core Land. 
 
74. Clear definition of assets, rates used, and what to compensate and what not. During 
the first few weeks of community meetings, prior to assets compensation, questions mostly asked 
by community people were on what type of assets the project will compensate and what rate will 
be used to compensate with. This is pretty much a simple question, but if not clearly defined at 
the first place, then expect a lot of complaints from asset owners later. Going forward: ensure 
this information is clearly communicated during consultation for any unexpected future 
compensation or re-establishment activities. 
 
75. Get to know the asset owners and their livelihood status. It is important to know the 
asset owners personally, this is very helpful. In most cases, frequent visits to site with updates 
are important, not to leave them in a state of limbo. It is a requirement to conduct a household 
baseline survey for the asset owners so you can get a clear picture of their livelihood status and 
how the proposed development will affect them individually. Going forward: continue these 
practices. 
 
76. Be prepared, there will always be grievances, some genuine some not.  It is good to 
have all the facts ready. Not all grievances will be genuine, some will be misfounded, or 
opportunists may claim compensation they are not entitled to. Nevertheless, each grievance 
needs to be taken seriously, considered fairly and impartially, investigated to determine the facts, 
and corrective actions taken where necessary. Going forward: apply these principles, which are 
consistent with the Project’s overall GRM too. 
 
77. Continue to engage with asset owners to support re-establishment efforts. Do not 
stop consultations after assets compensation. The affected asset owners are there to stay with 
the project, so it is important to continue to support them through the re-establishment phase. And 
if possible, continue to engage them in the project development phase. Going forward: continue 
to engage Project-affected parties and communities on a regular basis throughout the life cycle 
of the Project. 
 
78. Keep a record of all the grievances such as notes and photos. Finally, and most 
importantly, keep a record of all the grievances, including type of grievances, date and time 
received, name of the person complained and nature of grievances. Photos of the person or asset 
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1. Assets Cut-Off Date 
 
81. Prior to the surrendering of assets, a Cut-Off date was set by the PO and announced 
specifically for the asset owners along the 50m corridor of the access road and the project core 
land. The cut-off date set 30 August 2019 as a deadline, after which, no more activities (gardening 
and building of structures) is allowed in the acquired land.  
 
82. The public notices posted along the access road were complemented with a series of 
community consultation and awareness meetings. The message to the public was clearly 
communicated: any new activity in the acquired land after the mentioned date will not be 
compensated.  An example of the notices posted along the main access road and on community 
notice boards is shown in Figure 10 below.    
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# Batch 7-2 Assets Compensation and Re-establishment 
 

3 Community leading hand fee-for 3 months work (June, July and 
August) 

5000 

4 Operation cost-miscellaneous/awareness 4000 
    

  97500 

 
# Batch 8-Structure Compensation at Managikiki 

 

1 Red house compensation (previously Kindergarten structure), 
including assets in the area of the structure.  

125000 

2 1 x 2-bedroom residential structure and a stand-alone open kitchen 180,500 
  125000 

399,365 
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IX. CONCLUSION AND OUTSTANDING ACTIONS 
 

B. Conclusion  

92. The LALRP was implemented over a 14-month period, from June 2019 to March 2021. 
Table 15 provides a summary of the status of implementation of key land acquisition and 
livelihoods restoration activities. Although not all activities are completed, the activities required 
to start the construction of the Project have been completed.  
 

Table 15:  Summary of the Status of Key Land Acquisition and Resettlement 
Implementation 

 

Component 
Land 

Requirements 
Ownership 

Status of 
Land 

Acquisition 

Status of 
Activities to 

Address 
Impacts 

Prior to Land 
Clearance 
Activities 

Core Land 
 
Dam, reservoir, 
water tunnel, 
penstocks, 
powerhouse, 
new access 
roads, 
substation, 
quarries, 
supporting 
construction 
infrastructure, 
laydown areas 
and buffer 
areas 

397.1 ha of 
forested and 
partly forested 
land on which 
most Project 
elements will 
be located 

Customary 
Land 

Completed 
 
Land 
acquisition 
completed in 
2015, with 
supporting 
activities 
identified in 
the LALRP 
2017 and 
reported on 
in this 
document. 

Completed 
 
Compensation 
negotiated with 
5 core tribes in 
2014 and 
payments 
made in 
August 20214.  
 
There is one 
active 
grievance case 
involving an 
additional land 
claim by 
another tribe. 
Refer to 
Section 2.  
Compensation 
for affected 
assets 
completed. 

Yes 
 
Physical works 
scheduled to 
commence in 
Q4-2021 for the 
main hydro 
components.  
 
Minor clearance 
of trees 
occurred during 
the surveys in 
the pre-
construction 
phase, and 
these have 
since been 
compensated. 

Southern 
Infrastructure 
Corridor 
 
Land required 
for access road 
and 
transmission 
lines 

31.7ha 
comprising a 
50 m wide 
infrastructure 
corridor for 
road and 
transmission 
lines south of 
Marava. 

Customary 
Land 

Completed 
 
Land 
acquisition 
completed in 
2015, with 
supporting 
activities 
identified in 
the LALRP 
2017 and 
reported on 
in this 
document. 

Completed 
 
Compensation 
for land for the 
corridor 
negotiated with 
5 core tribes in 
2015 and 
payments 
made in 30th 
April 2020.  
 
Compensation 
for affected 
assets and 

In progress 
 
Physical works 
on Access Road 
Lot 1 scheduled 
to commenced 
in Q2 2021 
Unanticipated 
impacts 
compensated 
and households 
relocated prior 
to construction 
commencement. 
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ANNEX 2: Summary of Land Acquisition 
 
SOLOMON ISLANDS GOVERNMENT 
Ministry of Mines and Energy 
and Rural Electrification 
Tina River Hydropower Development Project 
(TRHDP) 
 

MEMO: Summary of the Land Acquisition Process and FPIC 
 
The land needed for the Tina River Hydropower Development Project was compulsorily acquired 
by the Commissioner of Lands under Division 2, Part V, of the Land and Titles Act. The land 
acquired is referred to as the Core Land. It includes all of the land needed for the construction 
and operation of the project including the access road. 
 
Although the process used was a ‘compulsory’ process under the legislation, the acquisition was 
contingent on first obtaining the consent of all identified landowning tribes. This consent was 
obtained through the negotiation of a written ‘process agreement’. The steps involved in the 
acquisition process are discussed in more detail below. 
 
Bahomea Land Identification Committee 
 
Before starting negotiations for the process agreement, the Project Office needed to identify the 
customary landowners of the land. Land is owned by tribes and as such negotiations for land 
cannot be done on a community/village level in the same way as general project awareness. 
Villages and communities are made up of a mixture of tribes. 
 
Landowner identification was principally carried out by the Bahomea Land Identification 
Committee (BLIC). This Committee was made up of traditional knowledge holders (known as 
storytellers), chiefs and elders from different tribes and communities within the Bahomea and 
Malango regions of Central Guadalcanal. BLIC members are highly regarded in their own 
communities and tribes and are considered to possess historical and traditional knowledge about 
land ownership, tribal groupings, and evidence of ownership (including tambu sites, boundaries, 
devils, migration routes and genealogies). 
 
The Committee used traditional Central Guadalcanal methods to determine land ownership. This 
process took more than 12 months and involved more than 50 meetings between different elders, 
chiefs, and tribal representatives. The Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Lands, Housing and 
Survey and the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural Electrification 
formally endorsed the BLIC process and findings. 
 
The Project Office discussed BLIC’s findings through a series of discussions with representatives 
from different tribes. Representatives from several tribes came to the Project Office to discuss 
written and verbal landownership claims. Claims included customary evidence, Court decisions, 
surveyed boundaries, and the support of neighbouring tribes. This process resulted in the 
identification of a number of tribes as holding primary interests within the area of land known as 
the Core Land. 
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Process Agreement 
 
The Project Office negotiated the process agreement from 14 May 2014 to 11 July 2014. A series 
of meetings were held between Project office and representatives of each tribe identified as 
owning land within the Core Land. Representatives constituted between 6 to 10 individuals. 
 
Tribes were asked to bring male and female representatives. The project engaged a lawyer for 
LALSU to represent the tribes during the negotiations. 
 
Six to seven rounds of negotiations were held with each tribe. After each round, further 
amendments were made to the text of the process agreement ahead of the next round. Some 
negotiations took place with each tribe separately, and others with representatives of all tribes 
together. 
 
When the final text was agreed by representatives of all tribes, Project Office staff held community 
awareness meetings inviting all members of each tribe. At the meetings, the Project Office 
presented on the key clauses of the process agreement, explained the acquisition, and showed 
and provided maps of the Core Land to be acquired. Tribal members were given an opportunity 
to comment and to ask questions. No tribal members spoken to at these meetings objected to the 
project or to the acquisition of the land. 
 
Four tribes signed the Process Agreement. These tribes were Buhu-Garo, Vuralingi, Roha and 
Kochiabolo. The Process Agreement provided for later inclusion of any additional tribe identified 
through the statutory land acquisition process. Each of the four tribes chose seven 
representatives, including 2 women, to sign the final agreement. The final signing ceremony took 
place at a public function with Prime Minister Gordon Darcy Lilo. 
 
Statutory Land Acquisition Process 
 
The process agreement provided the written consent of the identified Core Land Tribes to proceed 
with a statutory acquisition process. The statutory land acquisition process included the following 
key steps: 

(i) The Core Land was acquired by publication of a notice, from the Minister of Lands 
and Housing, in the Government Gazette. The notice acquiring the Core Land was 
published on 21 August 2014. 

(ii) The Project Office took the following steps to bring awareness of the acquisition 
process and rights to claim compensation to potential Core Land interest holders: 

(iii) Publishing a full-page notice, map and FAQs in the Island Sun and the Solomon Star 
(the two largest of Solomon Islands’ newspapers); 

(iv) Posting A3 notices and maps at the boundary to the Core Land and in key locations 
in villages in Bahomea and Malango; 

(v) Posting A3 notices and maps at Guadalcanal Provincial headquarters; 
(vi) Training community educators to speak in villages in and around the area about the 

acquisition process and providing educators with A3 laminated graphic information 
sheets; 

(vii) Delivering letters to representatives of each of the 27 tribes registered in Bahomea 
and Malango setting out the acquisition and compensation claim process (statutory 
requirement). 

(viii) Tribes claiming an interest in the land were given 3 months to submit written claims 
for compensation for the value of their interest in the land. The statutory process 
provides that claimants may seek assistance from the Provincial Secretary for 
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Guadalcanal Province. The PO provided the following assistance for compensation 
claimants: 
(a) Legal assistance for the identified Core Land Tribes through LALSU; 
(b) Legal assistance for all other claimants through the Project Office funding an 

independent private lawyer, chosen and engaged by the Provincial Secretary 
for Guadalcanal Province; and 

(c) Funds for an independent valuer, engaged by the Core Land Tribes, to value 
the compensation payable for primary ownership interests in the Core Land. 

(d) The Commissioner of Lands received nine claims from eight tribes. Four of 
these claims 

(e) were prepared by the tribes who were signatories to the Process Agreement, of 
which three sought assistance from LALSU. Five claims were prepared by four 
tribes who were not identified through the BLIC process. These tribes received 
assistance from an independent private lawyer engaged through the Provincial 
Secretary for Guadalcanal. 

(f) In accordance with the statutory process, the Commissioner of Lands assessed 
each claim and determined: 
a. the customary owners of interests in the acquired land; and 
b. the value of each interest. 

(g) The Commissioner of Lands assessment provided an offer of compensation to 
five tribes. These tribes were the four process agreement signatory tribes, as 
well as one additional Claimant, Uluna- Sutahuri. 

(h) In accordance with the statutory process, Claimants were provided with notice 
of their offer of acceptance or rejection. Notices set out the Claimants rights to 
accept or reject the determination, and of the three-month High Court appeal 
period. 

(i) No tribes elected to appeal the Commissioner of Lands’ determination. 
(j) Process complete 1 January 2016. 

 
Uluna-Sutahuri 
 
Extensive consultations were held with the Uluna-Sutahuri tribe following their statutory 
endorsement and offer of compensation under the statutory process. Uluna-Sutahuri were also 
customary owners of a rain gauge monitoring site and were extensively involved in the project for 
many years. Uluna -Sutahuri representatives signed the Process Agreement in December 2015. 
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Annex 7: Asset Owners Survey Questionnaire 

 

Questionnaire for Re-establishment Support 

These questions are designed to gain an overview of projected affected persons (PAPs) within 
the Direct Impact Area (DIA) of the Tina Hydropower Development Project (TRHDP) as specified 
in the Project Land Acquisition and Livelihood Restoration Plan (LALRP) document. These 
questions though not comprehensive, are written purposely to guide the Project Office team in 
identifying needs, resources and the people of less means within the communities. 

1.0 Personal details 

a) Asset owner’s name: ______________________________________ 
b) Gender: ☐ Male     ☐ Female 

Village name: ________________________________ 
c) Type of assets (crops and/or structures) affected, list: 

 
 

d) How many members in your household? 
☐   Male_____________ 

☐   Female___________ 
e) Are you the head of the household? 
☐   Yes 

☐   No 
If no, who is the head? 
 

f) What is the age range of family (youngest to oldest)? 
g) How many men of working age in your family? (15-64) 
h) How many women of working age in your family? (15-64) 

 
i) Are there any members of family currently attending school? And if yes what level? 
☐   Primary 

☐  Secondary 

☐   Tertiary 

☐   Vocational 
 

j) What is the highest level of education completed in the family? 
 

k) Wife’s tribe: ______________ 
l) Husband’s Tribe: ___________________ 

 
m) Who is responsible for generating income for family? 
n) What are sources of income? 

 
o) Is any member of family/relative employed? Yes/No.  If yes, specify the employer? 
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2.0 Assets –gardens 

Take note, gardens re-establishment support will vary, depending on the size and 
number of crops recorded for each individual. 
 

p) Who responsible for making gardens for the family? 
 

q) Do you experience low yields of crops in your gardens in the past 12 months?  
☐   Yes 

☐   No 
If yes, what type of crops? 
 

r) Do you have problems with pest (giant snails) or feral animals (e.g., wild pigs) destroying 
your gardens in the past 12 months? 
☐   Yes 

☐   No 

 

s) Apart from garden foods, how often do you eat processed food (e.g., rice and flour) from 
shops? 
☐   Daily 

☐   Weekly 

☐   One or two times /week 

☐   Monthly 

☐   Only when low crops in the garden  

☐   When have enough money  

 

t) How long does it usually take you to complete a new garden? From clearing to planting? 
☐   1-7 days (1 week) 

☐   7-15 days (2 weeks) 

☐   More than 15 days 

 

u) Do you usually call support from relatives or community members for making your 
gardens?  
☐   Yes 

☐   No 
 

v) Are you satisfied with maximum 30m x 20m garden size for re-establishment?  
On scale 1-5, 1 strongly dissatisfied and 5 strongly satisfied 
☐1           ☐ 2             ☐ 3             ☐4              ☐5 
 

w) Now that the project has acquired the 50m boundary access road and the 428-ha core 
land the land for the project development. Do you have other areas to move your 
gardens to? Show on the map. 

x) How long does it take to walk from your village to the new area? 
☐   Less than 5 minutes 

☐   6-10 minutes 
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☐   11-30 minutes 

☐   Over 30 minutes 

☐   Not applicable 
 

3.0 Project Support 

As part of communities’ support to project affected persons (PAPs), the Tina Hydropower 
Development Project (TRHDP) under Energy Division of the Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural 
Electrification, will continue to support local people, as part of the Re-establishment support. The 
assets compensation alone is insufficient to restore livelihoods of affected peoples. For this 
reason, re-establishment support will be executed purposely to help restoring and improving the 
people’s livelihoods through various means. One is through provision of labor and tools to replace 
affected assets, namely gardens. 

a) What sort of support do you need? Please tick according to your recorded assets 
(crops) type. 

☐   Labor support (from clearing to planting/garden) 

☐   Gardening tools 

☐   Banana suckers 

☐   Kumara vines 

☐   Cassava stalk 

☐   Seeds (beans, corn, cabbages, melons, pumpkins etc) 

☐   Basic trainings in farming techniques (e.g., Backyard farming by Kastom Garden) 

☐   Cash compensation-take note, cash compensation is insufficient to restore livelihood, only 
for special cases such as old or disable people  

☐   others (please specify) _____________________________________________________ 

Note: Use of synthetic chemicals as pesticides is restricted under the World Bank safeguard 
policy-OP 4.09 Pest Management 

Every assets owner as recorded during assets survey will receive basic gardening tools based 
on individual requirements.  

List your top 3 preferred tools (do also consider women’s role in gardening for the tools): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

b) Are you aware if the community have any existing youth group? 
☐   Yes 

☐   No 
If yes, specify. _______________________________________ 
 

c) Are you aware if any Non-Government Organization (NGO) or other private entity 
currently working in the community? (Example World Vision, Save the Children, 
Saving Club etc.) 
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☐   Yes 

☐   No 
If yes, what organization and what do they involved in? 

d) Are you aware if your community benefited from any past funded projects? 
☐   Yes 

☐   No 
If yes, specify. _______________________________________ 

 

4.0 Assets - Structures 

These questions are designed for individual households that are identified within 50-meter 
boundary of the acquired land, purposely to get an overview of the asset owners and their 
livelihoods and how the project can support in re-establishment. 

a. Who responsible for building your house? And when was your house built?  
Indicate on map. 

b. How long did it take you to complete your house? 
☐   Less than 1 month 

☐   1-2 months 

☐   3 months 

☐   More than 3 months 
 

c. From best estimate, how much (in Solomon Dollar) did it cost you to build your house? 
☐   Less than $5000 

☐   $6000-$10,000 

☐   $10,000-$30,000 

☐   More than $30,000 
Note: Valuation of properties will be conducted by the Project Office to verify the costing 
of the assets. 
 

d. Did you receive any in kind support from relatives or community for building your house? 
☐   Yes 

☐   No 

               If yes, specify type of support 

e. Do you operate any small-scale businesses (e.g., …canteen/store) in your household?  
☐   Yes 

☐   No 
If yes, specify what business activity and what is monthly revenue? 
 

f. Do you practice gardening activities around your household? 
 
☐   Yes 

☐   No 
If yes, specify what crops planted? 
Estimate size of area (m2) and assets within 

g. Do you aware and agree to be compensated for your assets that identified within 50m 
boundary? Provide map.  
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Time:    12:00-14:00 (2hrs) 
Venue:   Antioch and Valesala Villages, Central Guadalcanal 
Participants:   30+ individuals attending, including women and children 
 
 
Facilitators: 
Joshua Toren-Environment and Social safeguard Officer/LALRP Officer 
Kellington Simeon-Livelihood Mapping consultant (LALRP) 
Titus Siapu-Hydrological officer/Technical support 
 
 
Agenda: 
(i) Welcome and Introduction: Titus- Also open with a word of prayer  
(ii) Update on assets survey 2015/2016 and the 2019 verification survey (Kellington) 
(iii) Assets compensations and Cut-Off date (Joshua/Kellington) 
(iv) Go through questions and answers sheet (Joshua) 
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Annex 14: Questions and Answers Pamphlet Provided to Asset Owners 
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